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Today's authors are expected to do much more than just write; they
must also be involved with the printing, distribution, and marketing of
their books. The upside for authors is that they can expect greater
rewards for their efforts, but finding the right balance can be hard. Pen in
Hand continues its survey of the changing publishing landscape as
author and photographer Wilson Wyatt discusses the challenges and
opportunities facing book authors today.
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Meetings and Events
All meetings are listed on the Meetings page
on the MWA website, at marylandwriters.org.

MWA Board
Public meetings of the MWA Board are held
quarterly. Details are posted in advance on the
website.

Chapters
The Annapolis Chapter meets the third
Wednesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. in
Room 205 of Maryland Hall for the Creative
Arts, Constitution & Greenfield Streets,
Annapolis. annapolismwa.wordpress.com

The Baltimore Chapter meets on the fourth
Monday of every month (except December) at
7:00 p.m. at Ukazoo Books in Dulaney Plaza, on
Dulaney Valley Road, Towson.
mwabaltimore.org

The Carroll County Chapter meets on the
second Saturday of every other month at the
Westminster Library, 50 E. Main Street,
Westminster. carrollcountymwa.org

The Charles County Chapter meets on the
third Wednesday of every month (except
August and December) at the College of
Southern Maryland’s La Plata campus,
8730 Mitchell Road, La Plata. mwacharles.
wordpress.com

The Howard County Chapter meets on the
third Thursday of every month (except
November and December) at 7:00pm at Sunrise
Senior Living, 6500 Freetown Road, Columbia.
mwahocowriters.com

The Montgomery County Chapter meets on
alternating first Saturdays and second
Wednesdays of every month in Room 136 of
the Montgomery College Physical Education
Building, 51 Mannakee Street, Rockville.
mwamontgomery.com

The St. Mary's County Chapter meets on the
first Thursday of every month in Meeting Room
A of the Lexington Park Library, 21677 FDR
Blvd., Lexington Park. stmaryscountymwa.
wordpress.com

THE ART, BUSINESS, AND CRAFT OF WRITING

Writers today have more opportunities
to publish their work and to earn a
living by writing than they have ever
had. Thanks to digital technology and
the Internet, every writer can publish
and enter the marketplace. What is
often not said, however, is writers
must also do things they are
unaccustomed to doing and that may
require skills they do not have.
Consider what authors must do to
take control of their own publishing,
whether through print-on-demand
(POD) or e-books. Writers need to be
more unbiased critics and evaluators
of their own work. They must engage
copyeditors and proofreaders. They
should consider an experienced book
designer. They need to understand
digital formatting and the new
language of metadata. Finally, they
must promote and distribute their
books. Some of these are services
once provided by traditional
publishers. Regardless, they all
require more from the author today.
The sweeping change to digital has
also given rise to a range of new
support industries around publishing
as well as opened up opportunities for
professionals to redefine and broaden
the services they offer. For example,
many agents are moving away from
their traditional role of selling an
author's work to an editor, and are
instead helping authors expand their
reach into new markets.

“The democratization of the
marketplace is what’s new. Authors
have a load of work to do,” said Joe
Fine, director of author and publisher
services at Amazon.com, the world’s
largest bookseller.
Though critics of self-publishing
remain, they are a shrinking minority.
For many authors, the potential
rewards of self-publishing outweigh the
challenges. Self-publishing produces a
book in a few weeks, while traditional
publishing has a normal cycle of 18
months. While traditional publishing
yields 5 percent to 15 percent royalties
to writers, self-publishing increases
income to 20 percent to 80 percent of
the purchase price.
But this does not mean authors are
abandoning traditional publishing
altogether. According to a survey in
Writers' Digest, 70 percent of
traditionally published authors who
also self-publish prefer the latter
method. However, the same survey
also found that 68 percent of self-
published authors still seek to be
published by a traditional publisher
because of the prestige that it confers.
As a result, a new category of authors
is emerging. So-called “hybrid
authors” combine self-publishing and
traditional publishing for the same
book title. Hybrid authors sell more
books, on average, receiving almost

continued on next page
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Submissions
Pen in Hand accepts submissions from
MWA members. Feature stories and fiction:
300-400 words. Poetry: up to 100 words.
Authors retain all rights except first
publication. Query for guidelines and
editorial calendar: Paul Lagasse,
peninhand@marylandwriters.org.
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Professional Media Writers, cont'd.
40 percent more book revenue than
either traditional or self-published
authors. They also tend to be more
skilled at marketing.
Publishing experts offer these tips to
improve the quality
of your self-
published print or e-
book:
• Use metadata and
coding (ISBN,
BISAC, ISNI, ISTC,
etc.) so your book
can be tracked and
found throughout the
distribution pipeline.

• Consult an
experienced book
designer who knows
print, POD, and e-
books.

• Define your book’s
audience(s) and
develop a marketing
plan before launching the book.

• Develop a centralized online presence to
sell your book, and use social media to
drive readers to the site.

• Be prepared to promote your book
yourself, regardless of how you publish.

• Engage an experienced copyeditor and
proofreader. Errors detract from reviews,
reader satisfaction, and sales.

In addition, resources such as
CreateSpace, Author Solutions, and
BookBaby offer good information.
Writers can also attend publishing
seminars and conferences designed to
help them make informed decisions.

“Let’s face it,” said literary agent April
Eberhardt. “Most self-published work is
not up to snuff. Do a really good job
writing.” Brian Felsen, president of
Bookbaby, agrees. “Worry about

making a great
book," he says.
"Otherwise, you
might as well sell
Venetian blinds.”
In this era of
unprecedented
change, prepared
writers will continue
to find opportunities
to put their work
before paying
audiences. “If you
write a good book
and it develops a
following," says
Keith Ogorek, of
Author Solutions
(Penguin), "believe

me, agents will find you.”

# # #
Wilson Wyatt is a published writer and
photographer, and executive editor of
The Delmarva Review. His blog,
“Writing & Photography-the Art of
Words and Images,” ican be found at
wilsonwyattjr.com. Wilson is also a
coordinator of the annual Publish Now
writers' conference. This year's Publish
Now will be held on Saturday, October
26, at The Writer’s Center in Bethesda.
For details, visit www.writer.org/
publishnow.
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Writers' conferences are a great way for
aspiring authors to learn the techniques
they need to know to make their books

saleable in the new marketplace.
photo: Wilson Wyatt

The MWAHas Moved! (Virtually, that is . . . )
Our new street mailing address is:

Maryland Writers' Association
3 Church Circle #165
Annapolis, MD 21401

Please update your records and tell your friends in the Maryland writing community!

marylandwriters.org



I hate to start a sentence with "My therapist said," but this is about
the skeleton in the closet of my anxiety.

My therapist said that there may be a gene for writing, just as
researchers are finding genes for anxiety. The urge to write may be
as unchangeable as having brown hair that doesn't deal well with
humidity.

It's taken me 40 years to accept that I am a writer and that I have
an anxiety disorder, because both manifest themselves strangely,
unpredictably, overlappingly. Sometimes in the middle of a
badminton game I have to stop and write down an idea. Sometimes
I "Dr. Google" myself into thinking that I have a terrible tropical
disease. I'm suggestible. I'm sensitive. My startle reflex is an
Olympic sport. It's not a requirement in this field, but in my case, as
a memoirist, I believe it helps my writing to be hypervigilant.

My anxiety feels like the flu: stomach upset, wooziness, muscle
tightness, throat tightness, breathing difficulty, heart palpitations,

malaise -- classic stuff, as a number of ER doctors have told me.
The downside is that its really uncomfortable. Embarassing. I can
have a sweaty, shifty-eyed look at cocktail parties, scanning as I am
for the exits in a way that sends the wrong message.

The upside—possibly the silver lining—is that with anxiety I have a
dragon to slay, a Quest, a Larger Purpose, and as an archetype I
can access the Wounded Warrior, The Cowardly Lion. In writing, I
can be brave and in my genes there are stories.

"Every little deed counts, every word has power." -
Abraham Joshua Heschel

# # #

Memoirist Elizabeth Bastos is a member of the Maryland Writers'
Association.

Writing Anxiety
by Elizabeth Bastos
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I was 14 when I met Death. His real name was Andrew Paris.
He wore black clothes, metal chains, and a serial-killer
deadpan. Younger girls ran away screaming when they saw
him.
Karen Lee wasn’t afraid of anything, and if she wasn’t afraid
then neither was I. Karen and I were always on the move and
always barefoot, trying to build up callouses on our feet, but
we stopped and stared when Death approached us. People
said he never smiled, but when Karen asked him to play
cards, he let a sneer squeak out one side of his mouth.
He beat us in something called Egyptian Ratscrew, a game
of speedy moves and hand-slapping, the most physical
contact we awkward, socially-hampered teens could bear.
The younger kids saw this and called him a wife-beater. We
ignored them.
His favorite subjects were psychoanalysis, having divorced
parents, respect, and other things we knew nothing about,
but were willing to believe he understood. Karen stayed up
late talking to Death on the phone after Lights Out, while I
watched and listened to her expressions of shock.
Sometimes she told me what he said, and sometimes she
didn’t.
One day Death passed me a note. After a few rounds of
back-and-forth, I asked if I could keep the note. During the

day I collected scraps of dialogue from conversations by
writing them down as soon as I could. This one seemed
important somehow.
“You want to read it again and see if I meant it.” Did I? I
hesitated, a note-passing stutter. He grabbed the paper
back.
“Why do you think people are afraid of me?” he scrawled.
“Not just little girls. Muscle-bound men in gyms are afraid to
approach me. Not because I’m any stronger than them.” He
was pale, scrawny, and miserable-looking. He had braces
and a wavy haircut inspired by Billy Ray Cyrus. But his
strides were a little too long and urgent, and his thousand-
yard stare a little too still. He grabbed the paper, wrote one
last line, and held it for me to read.
“Work on confidence,” it said. He threw the paper away.

# # #

Cathy Wu is slowly rediscovering writing as a hobby after
being away from it for a while. She is also interested in
helping current high school students rewrite their high school
years; contact Cathy at ruckhard@gmail.com if you are
interested in helping her start a Teen Writers' Club in Anne
Arundel County.

Meeting Death
by Cathy Wu

ART
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Volunteerism is what keeps MWA alive.
Every chapter officer and every board
member gives of their free time to help
make the organization a little bit better than
when they found it. MWA's volunteers bring
the same energy, ideas, and talent to their
duties that they bring to their writing, and it
shows in many ways—in the quality of our
programs and events, in our reputation in
the community, and in the range of services
that we provide to our members. No matter
how busy they are, our volunteers always
find—or make—the time to help when the
call goes out.
I'd like to turn the
spotlight on one of our
most reliable and
dedicated volunteers and
show you why she is an
example for the rest of us.
Poet and author Shirley
Brewer has been a
member of MWA for many
years. She attended meetings at the
Baltimore chapter ever since it launched,
and most recently served as the chapter's
Vice President in 2012-13. When the call
went out for volunteers to help plan the
2014 Maryland Writers' Conference, Shirley
was one of the first to raise her hand—and
she personally recruited all of the speakers
for the Art of Writing and Craft of Writing
tracks herself! Now that's dedication.
A former speech therapist, today Shirley is
a regular at poetry readings and Baltimore's
many lit festivals. She's also a teacher.
Since joining the MWA she's also been
published in too many literary journals to
list, and her latest book, After Words, was
recently published by Apprentice House.
And yet, as busy as she is, she still makes
time for MWA. Her energy and humor keep
us going.
Thank you, Shirley! We love you!

President's Message
by Paul Lagasse, MWA President 2012-2014

The Montgomery County chapter celebrated its one-year
anniversary in June. With new and returning members on the
2014 board, we are looking forward to expanding our audience
and programming in our second year as the local voice of MWA.
To that end, we are moving ‘beyond the book talk’ as we
schedule speakers who have great information to share with our
members.

In July, our own Larry Matthews challenged us to consider how
and when biographers must move beyond documented facts to
convey the essence of the life they are chronicling. August found
us taking a well-deserved break, and September brought us
back together to be inspired and entertained by Baltimore poet
Shirley Brewer. October’s chapter meeting launches an exciting
collaboration with MAA, an association for Montgomery County
artists.
As chapter president for a second year, I can see MWA-M
moving beyond “Who are we and what are we supposed to be
doing?” and asking instead, “How can we best serve the writers
of Montgomery County under the umbrella of the MWA?” We
are asking our workshop audiences to help answer that question
through the use of feedback forms and surveys at meetings and
via email.

Montgomery County Chapter

by Alix Moore, Chapter President

marylandwriters.org

The Charles County Chapter is just six months old—practically still
a baby—but we’re thriving and growing fast, with 50 people on our
roster and an average attendance of 25. Our fall lineup includes a
September presentation on the changing role of agents, two
concurrent October sessions—one on magazine writing and one on
poetry—and a November session on plot development. In
December, a group will develop the chapter's spring agenda.
One of our new initiatives this fall is to recruit more college
students, focusing on those in English, journalism, and
communication courses. We’re also developing critique groups and
coffee-house writing groups. Our new directory identifies our writing
areas so members can form specialty groups or contact each other
for advice.

Because writers are also readers, we’re linked with the College of
Southern Maryland’s writers’ series, Connections. Members can
receive free books and attend the round-table with the author prior
to the public reading. This fall, members are invited to hear Dana
Sachs read from If You Lived Here and Andrew Lam read from
Birds of Paradise Lost and Perfume Dreams.

Charles County Chapter
by Edna Troiano, Chapter President
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It’s been a busy few months here in Howard County.
Poet and young adult author Vonnie Winslow Crist
shared her secrets to getting published at our July
meeting. She said it’s all about being prepared to
recognize and seize writing opportunities.

Have you ever returned from a vacation with your
fancy notebook still empty? In August, Louise Harris,
award-winning poet and author of The 1776 Scroll,
told us how she found time to write a newsletter while
visiting Russia in 1999 to adopt her children.

Goals, motivation, and conflict are vital elements for all
characters—even the secondary ones. September brought us New York Times Bestselling
author Maria V. Snyder, who discussed these three aspects of writing and how to enhance
your fiction and your characters by using them.

We continue to collect new or gently-used books for the Howard County Domestic Violence
Center. Donators get an extra door prize ticket. All genres and age groups are needed, but
due to the nature of their services, they request that the books contain no mention of
violence against women or children.

Howard County Chapter
by Amy Kaplan, Chapter Secretary

marylandwriters.org

ART
Graceful hands that danced across the yellowing ivories
He made that old worn church piano sing with joy
Even though it was a mere toy to him
He made it all look so easy, so natural as if it had not costed

countless hours of devotion

Slender hands that could so easily play the keys that spoke to my
heart

But no rings, how could that be?
How could such hands--such MARVELOUS hands--be so naked,

so bare?
How could no one help but love those hands?

Beautiful hands that leave my own looking stunted, ugly
He probably uses those hands for ordinary mundane tasks that we

with mere mortal appendages perform
To think that such hands brush teeth, comb hair, rub eyes
How dare he?

My heart
It throbs with every note, every key pressed
Leaving me trembling and starving for more

My eyes
They fill with tears of awe as I watch with burning jealousy
How I wish I could make such heavenly music!

My voice
It falters although it has always been so stable, so sure
It cannot keep up with those hands, it cannot even compare

Those hands
Those hands
Those lovely, wonderful, indescribable hands...
They sent me reeling

I cannot remember a melody
Hardly even a note
All that remains is a feeling
That the angels must have paused in their eternal praises
Just to listen to those hands

# # #

Kyleigh E. Parks is a new member of MWA and recent high school
graduate—"homeschooled!" she adds. A member of the
Cockeysville Teen Writer's Club started by Diane Booth, she usually
writes epic/high and modern fantasy but has been known to dabble
in prose stories, poetry, and steampunk. "Those Hands" is inspired
by a concert pianist who plays the piano for a tiny Presbyterian
church in Poolesville, Maryland.

Those Hands
by Kyleigh E. Parks
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Lost Treasure

He pushed her, and then she slapped him. It was supposed to
have been their dream weekend, when he finally popped the
question, and it had been going so well. Then, somehow, it had
gone wrong, a little bit at a time.

He thought back on it later, and it had really started when her
mother called. She wasn’t real happy, so he had made some
comment about her minding her business, but she didn’t take it
well, and had turned on him. Before long, she was listing, in
great detail, everything that he had ever done to offend her.

She kept at him, following him out of their hotel, and so he
pushed her, and called her a name, so she slapped him, then
turned and stormed off the beach. He took two steps after her,
but then sat down heavily and bent over to play aimlessly in the
sand in the gathering darkness.

Then he heard soft scrunching footsteps, and looked up to see
that she had turned back, but she wasn’t looking at him, but
down at her feet, carefully searching the sand where they had
been fighting. He tried to ignore her, but he just couldn’t.

He said softly, “What are you looking for?”

She didn’t answer, so he sat there for a minute, then got up
slowly and walked over. He stared stupidly at the sand, then at
her. He realized that her bracelet was gone, so he said quietly,
“Here, let me help you look for it.”

She didn’t say anything, but sat down in the sand next to him
and started to cry.

# # #
Pete Koziar is a published author of several poems, a short
story, and the two award-winning science fiction novels,
Dauntless Homecoming and Seeking Adam. He also leads a
Messianic Congregation and works as the director of
engineering at a small technology company. He has been
married over 30 years, and lives with his wife and two attitude-
enhanced little dogs in their home in Maryland. He has one son
serving in the U. S. Marine Corps.

by Pete Koziar

marylandwriters.org

the patterns, calculated
curves, carefully crafted
seams, joints, inlay

the soaring precision
of bridges, the arches
showing the triumph

of man’s mind over all
those other forces of nature we
have pitted ourselves against

become crumbling relics,
dust, the rubble of a
civilization whose core
can only be guessed about . . .

while the beauty of the
small~the finest weavings,
carvings, pottery, the
sculpture of a beautiful
gold pendant made with
dedication and love~

record a moment in time
through the breath,
the clear eye, the spirit
of the artist, the poet,
the storyteller

the music of unsung lives
made to ring in the ears
of those not yet aware
of truths needed to
sustain, guide, comfort . . .

these echo in the deep
night of your chambers
and call to you in the
insistent wind, the
gentlest breeze, the
ripples in your morning
bath, the call of the
rarest bird in the forest

you must be very still
and patient to feel that
first wave~the incoming
message to your soul…

it will meet you where
you are, and release
you from your
dreams of grandeur,

so the deep well of
spirit can appear,
and you may live in
awe of the small~

the well
by Pamela Armstrong

Pamela Armstrong is a Ph.D. psychologist who began writing verse in 2010. That
December she published her first collection, entitled go early into the unknown.
She made a presentation about the process of her writing and publishing her
first book to the Annapolis chapter of the Maryland Writers' Association in the
summer of 2011.

She will be publishing her second collection, entitled depth finder, early this fall.
Pamela writes in lower case, using short lines, as she has always found the style
of ee cummings to be engaging for the reader.

#
#
#



Would you like to see your poem, short-short story, or
essay in Pen in Hand?
Submissions are open to current MWAmembers andMaryland-based
literary journals, publishers, reading series, and writers’ associations.
Submissions should be plain text in the body of an e-mail. Please
include a brief bio. Include "PIH" in the e-mail subject line and send to
editor Paul Lagasse at peninhand@marylandwriters.org.
Questions and queries are encouraged.
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Least significant on the battlefield,
Greater in numbers than all others,
Those eight common pawns . . .

Steadfast they go first on this path,
Never turning back in their march,
Those eight brave pawns . . .

Yet they are advancing rather slowly,
Power is wielded by the higher pieces,
Those eight weak pawns . . .

Chances prove higher of being taken,
If given up regret is seldom ever felt,
Those eight unfortunate pawns . . .

Unnoticed often goes their sacrifice,
Defending those more prized pieces,
Those eight valuable pawns . . .

Most will not last through this game,
Enemy’s big pieces do loom overhead,
Those eight luckless pawns . . .

But should any reach journey’s end,
Rewards for having endured so long,
Those eight remarkable pawns . . .

Arise thenceforth to a higher prestige,
From the weak the strong always stem,
Those eight magnificent pawns!

# # #

Biography: Andrew McDowell is an aspiring
novelist and poet living in Gambrills. Born in
Germany, he has also lived in Japan and
been to France. He studied history, literature,
and creative writing at St. Mary's College of
Maryland. He is presently working on a
rewrite of his first novel.

Eight Pawns
by Andrew McDowell

Mountain Lovesong
by Lindsay Stroh
Across Appalachian skies
Trees reach out
Greeting each other
With leafy handshakes
Their fingers woven
In friendly patterns
Of summer green.
Two lovers climbed South Mountain,
Found a grassy clearing
Just off the trail
And blended into
The verdant undergrowth
Of the Catoctin forest.
Sunbeams found the lovers
And stroked their skin
With golden fingers.
Breezes heard the lovers
Murmuring softly
And whispered their love song
Through the branches
To the quivering leaves.

# # #
Lindsay Stroh lives in Catonsville, Maryland
and is a member of the Baltimore
Songwriters Association and an active Red
Cross volunteer. She helped organize the
Red Cross Singers, which performed her
original songs at charitable events. Her first
book of poetry, Reflections . . . Rhythm and
Rhyme, is a collection of songs and poems
that she describes as “a bouquet of
emotions with a sprig of whimsy.” In 2012,
Lindsay co-wrote and edited The Strange
Likeness, a Judy Bolton mystery started by
her mother, Margaret Sutton, and completed
with the help of two devoted fans.

marylandwriters.org
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